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Athlete Support Specialist at ANCORE 

 
About ANCORE 
 
ANCORE is a rapidly growing startup company that supports the fitness and training needs of a 
wide range of people from professional athletes to colleges, disabled veterans, home gym 
enthusiasts and almost everyone is between. We believe that no matter what life throws at 
you, there’s always a way to become stronger. We do this by taking the benefits of cable 
training and making them accessible to all athletes.  
 
Our flagship product, the ANCORE Trainer, is a space-saving and portable training tool that can 
be used to provide personal trainers and athletes a quality cable experience; in-person at a 
facility, remotely at home, or on the road. Learn more at ANCOREtraining.com. 
 
Having successfully launched the ANCORE Trainer, we are scaling up our customer support and 
sales capabilities and are in need of a qualified individual to help lead and support our customer 
growth.   
 
Athlete Support Specialist – Full Time – Beverly, MA 
 
The Athlete Support Specialist is responsible for providing assistance to our community of 
athletes, trainers, coaches, teams, and fitness enthusiasts. The Athlete Support Specialist will 
interact with many aspects of the front-end operations of the business including customer and 
training facility service/support, inbound sales, and manage our various customer support and 
marketing channels (email, website chat, social media direct messages, etc). ANCORE is a fast-
paced startup environment. You will face numerous challenges where creativity and problem-
solving skills are critical. We are a small but growing company, so it is critical to work well in 
teams and communicate openly. Approaching daily tasks with flexibility and adaptability will be 
crucial. It will be important to learn our startup’s culture and fit well with our other team 
members. The Athlete Support Specialist will play a crucial role in supporting our various 
customers around the world and in representing the ANCORE brand in a positive light. We view 
this role as being an entry level position with opportunities for greater responsibility and 
growth within the sales and marketing team at ANCORE. 
 
Duties and Responsibilities: 
 

- Serve customers by providing product and service information and resolving product 
and service issues.  

- Attract potential customers by answering product and service questions and suggesting 
information about other products and services at ANCORE. 

- Manage customer accounts by recording and updating account information. 
- Maintain and further build out relationships with existing customers and partners.  
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- Resolve product or service problems by clarifying the customer’s complaint, determining 
the cause of the problem, selecting and explaining the best solution to solve the 
problem, expediting correction or adjustment, and following up to ensure resolution.  

- Visit customer sites to meet with existing or new customers  
- Engage in product demos for new customers.  
- Prepare product or service reports by collecting and analyzing customer information. 
- Assist Director of Marketing with marketing campaigns and initiatives. 
- Train new employees on customer support and sales procedures. 

 
 
Job Skills and Qualifications: 

- Strong verbal and written communication skills  
- Customer service and relationship management 
- Timely and responsive 
- Receptive to feedback 
- Phone call and video call skills  
- Strong listening skills 
- Prioritize tasks and manage time effectively 
- Organize and analyze information 
- Passion and enthusiasm for health/fitness/sports is a major plus. 

 
Please submit a copy of your resume and a cover letter to Hello@ANCOREtraining.com with 
“Athlete Support Specialist – Your Name” in the subject line. 


